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Regular bus lines

▪ Regular bus lines are regular order with no payment method and invoiced customer.
▪ You may use fields Customer reference and Customer order ID to group material, e.g. Id of season 

timetable (you can filter records to listview using these field)
▪ When Orders –application is in edit state of a single order, you can divide order to several orders 

using right mouse context menu on top of route.
▪ You can group orders in Rota planning and in Transit planning by selected criteria. When grouping 

orders, you may want to use fields Line/group and Order id. Using these field, you can easily group 
related orders.

▪ You can plan regular orders either for vehicles or for drivers’ shifts
▪ When planning for vehicles, you can divide regular order into several rota plannable parts 

using right mouse context menu. When doing this, regular orders are divided into parts when 
orders are created from regular order. In this case regular orders contain vehicle’s plan, and 
orders are rota plannable ensembles.

▪ You may enter full work type plan in regular order (containing breaks), or only define work types for 
transit and wait (recommended, breaks, wait 2 and shift fill hours are automatically generated for 
shifts)

▪ When planning only for transit and wait, driver’s planned workshift is always according to collective 
agreement in rota planning (and in shift list).

▪ In addition, you can define positions for breaks to regular order, in which case you may easily step 
breaks for a busline in rota planning, and plan shifts for the driver who executes the transits during 
the breaks.

Importing orders from GTFS -material

▪ You may import orders from GTFS –material by using Planning -> Regular orders –application tools.
▪ If the material consists of bus lines instead of series, you can split the bus lines into series using 

import tool’s right mouse context menu functions.
▪ When the material consists of series, you do not have split the material.
▪ You can import the material several times (imported orders are imported in place of previous orders 

with same GTFS id, so there will not be duplicates)



Automatic rota planning

▪ You can perform automatic rota planning in rota planning application
▪ First select desired period and filter only buslines to free transits
▪ Select all free transits (mouse doubleclick in free transits)
▪ Select automatic rota planning from right mouse context menu

Reference period

▪ First select desired period and perform rota planning
▪ Save reference period from right mouse context menu
▪ When you generate orders from regular orders, grouping factor reference period is set for generated 

orders
▪ Use this grouping factor for free transits and move ready ensembles to drivers

Area specific wages

When your trafficing includes are specific wages

▪ Create new salary categories for area specific wages, and create new salary category (increase part) 
for which you set alternative collective agreement. In this case salary calculations use alternative 
collective agreement for that work which contains area specific increase.

▪ Make a copy from collective agreement, and set correct values corresponding to area specific wages 
(salary categories: holiday increases, evening/night/saturday/sunday increases etc.)

▪ Deploy area specific wages for trafficing in certain area by defining increase part for regular orders’ 
routepoints. In this case salary calculations use alternative collective agreement for this trafficing.



Planning regular buslines

▪ You must set option ’Bus line planning’ set for planning material – option is located in order’s 
generating rules – icon on the right of field ’Valid from’.

▪ You may use fields Customer reference and Customer order ID to group material, e.g. Id of season 
timetable (you can filter records to listview using these field)

▪ You can set division points to regular orders. In this case, when generating orders from regular 
orders, separate order is created for each division point (e.g. starts). Function is located from right 
mouse context menu on top of route, when order is in edit state.

When you have entered all planning material:

▪ Generate bus line planning material – list view -> tools -> Create planning (NOTE: planning must 
always be generated for two weeks starting from monday)

▪ Open rota planning, and open the same timeframe, that you just generated the planning material. 
Limit displayed orders to planning material (button in top-right corner)

▪ Plan new combination by moving desired parts for some driver in rota planning
▪ Select desired parts
▪ Using right mouse context menu, you see worktime for selected parts, and you may create new 

regular odrer (busline)
▪ When you have created new buslines from all parts, generate all regular orders again for same 

period, and perform rota planning from new buslines
▪ When regular orders are generated to the timeframe on which you generated planning material, 

planning material is removed from the timeframe.


